Literacy
Write names
Phonics: Phase 1 / continue with Phase 2 and 3
Continue a rhyming string: Learn Nursery Rhymes
Look at a variety of books (fiction and non-fiction)
Hot seat characters from stories
Sequence story pictures
Story map. Draw pics of places visited.
List wintery words.
Values: Courage
Vocabulary: blend, segment, full stop, characters

Understanding the World

Communication & Language
Maths
Circle time: Get to know each other, favourite things,
likes and dislikes.
Role Play
Story Time
Follow instructions
Songs – If you’re and happy and you know it, Simon
Says
Make stick puppets
Adjectives to describe each other
Headbands for role play. Story telling chair.
Kim’s game with objects from the story.
Value: Courage
Vocabulary: questions, answers, beginning, middle,
end

Children use everyday language to talk about size,
weight and capacity to compare quantities and
objects to solve problems.
Children use everyday language to talk about time
Value: Courage
Vocabulary: length, weight, capacity, full, empty,
half full, time, sequence, order, longer, shorter,
lighter, heavier.

Physical Development
Winter scavenger hunt
Talk about which animals like living in cold places and those
which don’t. Sort animals.
Discuss how animals cope during winter (hibernate, fly south,
change colour, thick coats)
Melting, freezing
Discuss clothes required for colder weather.
Value: Courage
Vocabulary: winter, season, hibernate, cold, fur, melt, freeze

EYFS Spring MTP 2021
Winter
Books: Weather books;
Gruffalo’s Child; Henry’s
Holiday; the Polar Bear and
the Snow Cloud

Funky Fingers: Pegs and pompoms, peg boards, pin
boards etc
Dough Disco
Squiggle When You Wiggle
Pencil grip: paint brushes, colouring activities
Cutting: icicles
Value: Courage
Vocabulary: cut, warm up, cool down, stretch, run,
jump, skip, careful, safely
Expressive Art & Design
Bird feeders

Personal, Social & Emotional Development
Dreams and Goals (Jigsaw)
To understand that if I persevere I can tackle challenges.
I can tell you about a time when I didn’t give up until I achieved
my goal.
I can set a goal and work towards it.
I can use kind words to encourage people.
I can say how I feel when I achieve a goal and know what it
means to feel proud.
Value: Courage and Forgiveness
Vocabulary: persevere, goal, succeed, proud, challenge

Snow pictures, snowflakes, winter scenes
Hat, scarf and mitten designs
Frozen enhancements (small world)
Polar bear paper plates
Role Play: Zoo
Value: Courage
Vocabulary: snow, collage, scene, paint, mix, act, sing

